RESTRICTION ON DISCLOSURE AND USE OF DATA

This document includes data that shall not be disclosed outside the Government and shall not be
duplicated, used, or disclosed – in whole or in part – for any purpose other than evaluation
purposes. The data provided herein is for planning purposes only and does not represent a
contractual commitment. No warranty, express or implied, including, but not limited to, the
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are created by the submission
of this data.
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1. Introduction
As government agencies begin the process of data center consolidation, they must first determine
what assets they have. Today, this process is often a time-consuming manual process, which
involves many stakeholders across IT, operations, and even facilities management. To plan
effectively for consolidation, agencies need accurate inventories of infrastructure, applications,
and networking assets. In this paper, we describe an approach to solve these issues using a
complementary set of tools to address the complete data center and support the IT environment
in an efficient and comprehensive manner.
Area
Inventory
Data
Inventory
Tools

Problems
Huge inventory with
diverse parts, multiple
managers, and high cost
Diverse legacy suite

Goals
Comprehensive
reporting for data
centers,
applications, and
networks to
enable strategic
decisions






IBM Approach
Develop Asset Management Strategy
Consider the IBM Migration Factory for
Application and IT Infrastructure
Mapping
Consider a comprehensive solution using
IBM Maximo Data Center Infrastructure
Management (DCIM)

2. Description of Problem and Goals
The first step of The Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative as described in the Federal
Government’s 25-point plan, calls for a complete inventory of data center assets and the
development of a plan for consolidation. While it is easy to state this requirement, the realities of
the modern data center make it difficult to realize.
We understand that the Federal Government manages a huge inventory with diverse,
uncorrelated parts and tools; employs multiple managers; and uses many manual processes. This
is a comprehensive effort including multiple assets and types of operations including physical
infrastructure, applications, and related IT and network infrastructure. Within each agency, there
are multiple operations groups and multiple data types and investing in new tools can be costly.
To solve these issues, there must be a strategic link between collecting inventory and consolidating
data centers. The Government must be able to capitalize on any investment, not only during the
critical consolidation phase, but also for years into the future. It is critical that any solution provide
comprehensive reporting for data centers, applications, and networks to enable strategic decisions.
3. Description of Approach, Rationale, Results and Timeline
Redefine asset management roles and responsibilities
When establishing an asset management strategy, organizations need to redefine asset
management roles and responsibilities to adjust, not just the ways in which they think about asset
management data, but also the ways in which they provide decision-making information. An
effective asset management strategy will include formally-defined asset management procedures,
change management, and configuration management processes and policies for governance.
Standardizing your management processes is vital to achieving consistent and accurate
inventories of your infrastructure assets, as data center, application, and networking
infrastructures are very dynamic. Inventory information, presented once as a “point in time”
event, begins to lose value the moment it is delivered. It is critical that your asset inventory
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strategy and ultimate tool selection accommodate for the ever-changing environments,
conditions, and attributes of your infrastructure with a well-defined change management process.
Changes can occur through acquisition, install/removes, patch management, and disposal. Your
inventory tools should be able to validate all of these different change events—either through
virtual discovery, manual verification, or integration with acquisition systems. Regardless of the
validation method, the Government should be able to institute a common change management
process with validated and auditable workflow routings, approvals, and implementation procedures.
One critical and often over-looked component of consolidating asset inventory is the multiple
different sources of inventory data. These data sources often rely on different data formats and
naming conventions, and capture different elements of the asset inventory. To consolidate these
inventory sources, government organizations need to conduct a data normalization process to
achieve a reliable and useable standard format for inventory data. Robust asset management tools
generally assist in this normalization process through a combination of one-time data migration
exercises or ongoing normalization of auto-discovery data. Data migration tools can apply
transformation logic when importing data through business objects to direct specific data fields
into appropriate tables, or convert nomenclature to a standard format. For ongoing data imports
from auto-discovery tools, it is important to establish a re-usable process that will accommodate
for unique and disparate data formats and automatically normalize this data into a consistent
format. Regardless of import method or import frequency, asset managers should have
confidence that their single asset repository contains normalized data in standard formats.
Establish a base asset management solution
Establishing a solid foundational asset management platform can help organizations lay the
groundwork for strong asset planning and maintaining an accurate inventory of infrastructure
components. Starting with the IBM Data Center Infrastructure Management and Asset Management
for IT as a cornerstone solution, we will provide the Government a comprehensive view of both
physical and virtual data center assets. These tools work together to perform the following tasks:
 Maintain control of hardware and software assets through a current and proactively-managed
authorized repository
 Visualize data center floor plans, equipment, and assets
 Determine how much floor or rack space is available and whether there is adequate power or
cooling to provide real-time capacity-based decision making for placements
 Provide integration into auto-discovery tools and hand-held scanners for automated and manual
verification of the inventory
 Provide an integrated and auditable change management process for all infrastructure changes
 Connect IT infrastructure to the applications, departments, and services it supports
 Gain deep visibility across the enterprise into which licenses have been purchased, how many,
when, for which projects, and why
 Manage procurement, budgeting, and contracts more effectively and cost-efficiently
 Proactively manage and verify increasingly complex software license compliance requirements
 Reduce unnecessary license fees by identifying inactive assets or redeploying underutilized assets
 Generate accurate reports to aid in hardware and software tracking and audit preparations
 Track and manage software assets and asset usage throughout the asset life cycle more efficiently
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Establish a comprehensive strategy for pairing inventory management with operations
One of the greatest challenges in asset management is an understanding that the actual deployed
asset inventory, which typically spans a variety of platforms, locations, and domains is
constantly changing. To improve accuracy and reduce costs, you need tools that can constantly
update the inventory of hardware and software in accordance with operational demands and
conditions. This information can then be compared to the authorized inventory to validate the
information, and identify and address discrepancies. Establishing an “end-of-life” strategy for
each of the personal databases and spreadsheets discussed earlier must be included in the new
environment planning and discovery activities, to avoid perpetuating disparate data.
As discussed earlier, an IT infrastructure consists of both IT and non-IT components and requires
distinct inventory processes to verify both classes of assets. The IBM solution offers a number of
complementary options for capturing and validating this inventory data, including auto-discovery
tools and mobile handheld verification processes. The advantage of the IBM inventory repository
is that, regardless of inventory verification method, the validated inventories all reside in a single
unified asset repository.
By using the IBM solution, asset managers will be able to review and report inventory
information from a single source. Inventory records will present their date and method of last
verification and all supplemental information about acquisition, deployment, usage, and costs.
The IBM solution will allow organizations to quickly view visual topologies of their assets,
including application infrastructure, physical data center assets, and point-to-point asset and
network connectivity. Asset managers can model this data in any number of ways, viewing assets
by type, by supported service, by location, and by user.
Given the size and scale of the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI) and the
large size of the subject inventory, it is understandable and recommended that organizations
approach this effort incrementally. Most customers should adopt a phased approach to capturing
and managing their inventory assets, both IT and non-IT. There are multiple different approaches
that are acceptable ways to organize or phase-in your approach:
 Adopting specific asset classes or equipment types
 Consolidating all assets in a single location
 Standardizing individual processes, such as change management, acquisition, and disposal
Each individual approach has benefits and risks and the best path for each customer is
determined by individual conditions and requirements. Numerous circumstances influence the
guidance and recommended adoption method, including:
 Availability and trusted accuracy of existing asset data
 Documentation and perceived value of current processes
 Number and sophistication of required interfaces
Timelines for adoption are notoriously hard to predict because of the varying degrees of
readiness at every site. Organizations with well-managed data sources of asset inventories can
very quickly migrate this data into the IBM asset management tool for fairly rapid time-tovalue—often as quickly as two to three months. However, organizations that do not have reliable
or accurate asset data sources often need to undergo a comprehensive inventory process to
simply capture and consolidate baseline date. This effort generally consists of both autodiscovery and manual data capture methods.
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Case Study
A Federal agency with a significant presence in the data center sector used an IBM Maximo asset
management solution to manage all IT assets for a center that provides shared computing
services to other companion agencies within the same department.
With approximately 2,000 personnel, this agency is responsible for planning, acquiring, fielding,
and supporting global net-centric solutions, IT services, and capabilities to a number of other
agencies and a variety of operational requirements.
The IBM solution was selected to support the agency’s initiative to automate the management
and control of the network using technology to reduce human intervention, improve availability
and security, and reduce costs. The IBM Maximo solution will help automate asset and service
management capabilities for this agency, which manages a network environment of IBM,
Unisys, UNIX, and Microsoft Windows computers; communications devices; a variety of
hardware and software; and related assets in 18 sites across the globe.
This agency awarded MRO Software, an IBM company, the contract because Maximo best
addressed its five key criteria including:
 A central repository for storing all IT asset data
 The ability to the track installations, moves, additions, and changes to assets, including return
and repair, and retirement and disposal histories
 Auto-discovery capabilities that automatically collect configuration data on all networked
assets
 A commercial, off-the-shelf solution that integrates procurement, inventory management,
hardware and software contract management, and license management
 Industry best practices to reduce total cost of ownership and yield maximum return on
investment
Conclusion
In this paper, IBM defined a systematic approach to tracking and managing IT inventories. This
approach is comprehensive including IT infrastructure, systems, and networking. The immediate
focus may be to meet the first requirement of the 25 point plan but, if done right, it will yield
benefits beyond enabling consolidation. Maintaining an up-to-date inventory is foundational to
improving the efficiency and responsiveness of the date center. IBM has both the portfolio of
solutions as well as the deep expertise to help the Federal government not only meet today’s
requirements but, to enable Federal Data Centers to meet future demands while relentlessly
driving down costs.
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